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GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGIC TERMS 
aluminosilicate -- A mineral containin9 aluminum and silicon 
as the major cations. 
alunite -- A white/pink hexagonal mineral usually formed by . 
sulfuric acid reactina with potassium feldspar. 
Formula: KAl J (OH), (SO~)l 
corundum -- Hexagonal aluminum oxide. Formula: a-AI10, 
diaspore -- Orthorhombic aluminum oxyhydroxide. Formula: 
a-AlOOa 
goethite -- prthorhombic ferric oxyhydroxide. Formula: Q-
FeOOB 
gossan -- A leached, residual mineral assemblage occurring 
above a zone of alteration. Formed by the weathering 
of sulfides, it is characterized by an orange terri: 
~xide color. 
granodiorite -- A coarse grained igneous rock consisting 
chiefly of feldspar and quartz. Over 50% of the feld-
spar is p~agioclase. 
hematite -- Hexagonal ferric oxide. Formula: a-Fe 20 3 • 
hydrothermal alteration -- The chemical 3ttack on a host 
rock caused by the emplacement of ore minerals from an 
aqueous solution which emanated from a magma body. 
I 
illite -- A general term for mica-like clay minerals. 
jarosite -- An orange, hexagonal, ferric hydroxide sulfate 
which often occurs as a secondary mineral in altered 
rocks. Formula: KFeJ(OH) ,(SO.) 2. 
kaolinite -- A clay mineral. Formula: Al.(5i.O lO ) (OR) ,. 
metasediment -- A former sedimentary rock (such as lime-
stone, shale or sandstone) which has undergone meta-
morphism. 
montmorillonite -- A clay mineral with a variable cation 
composition and which has the ability to absorb water 
and expand. 
paleosoil -- A former soil whi~h has been buried, often by 
volcanic debris. 
quartz monzonite -- A ~ock similar to granodiorite in compo-
sition but containing less quartz. 
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tuff -- A rock composed of fine particles of volcanic ash 
and dust. 
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OF POv~ Q~J"''' j i'Y. 
aemote sensing is the collection of information about 
an object without physically sampling the object. In the 
present study, remote sensing is restricted to the collec-
tion of vis ible-near infrared (400 - 2 .. 500 run) solar radia-
tion reflected from the earth's surface. 
Visibl~-near IR remote sensing has been used in geology 
for a number cf problems, notably structural analysis and 
topographic mapping. This study examines the possibility of 
using this spectral region for compositional analysis. This 
would allow mapping of Lock type both on the earth's surface 
and on other planetary sur!aces. 
The possible use of remote sensing to map ore bodi~~ 
has been explored for several years. The weather;.;'lg of epi-
thermal ore deposits produces a surface lp.~~hed zone overly-
ing the ore. The production of the leached zone and the 
chemical attack on th~ surrounding host- rock is referred to 
as hydrothermal alteration. The leached zone, also called a 
gossan, often contains a unique mineral assemblage. This 
assemblage, formed in zones surrounding the ore body, con-
tains hii~ concentrations of iron oxides and oxyhydroxides, 
clay and other hydroxyl bearing minerals, and sulfates. 
Figure 1 is a photograph ot an altered z6ne located south-
east of Hawthorne, Nevada along the Walker Lane fault. The 
alteration occurs along a horizontal band through the center 
of the photo. The iron oxides give the gossan its charac-
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ducc ab~or?tion te~~~res in the visible-~ea: IR. 7h~ ab-
sorption features are exhibited as spectr~l regions of low 
reflectance. Osing reflectance spectroscopy, it should be 
possible to delineate surface re~ions cont~ining these 
assamblages. 
E~rly attempts to map hydrothermal alteration in this 
manner bega~ with, the launch of ERTS-l, the first of the 
Landsat satellites, in the early 197a's. Landsat was 
equipped with four bands in the visible-near IR. Iron ox-
ides have absorption features within two of these bands. 
High ferric iron concentrations should produce low reflect-
ance values in these bands. It was found that high iron 
concentrations did not always coincide with hydrothermal al-
teration. Other sensors were also used in airborne experi-
ments. These sensors ~ontained banes ne~r 2200 nm, along 
with the same bands as used in Landsat. Since hydroxyl 
bearing minerals absorb near 2200 nm, ~he newer sensors 
could locate areas of high clay content and high ferric iron 
content. Because other rock types also containec clays and 
iron oxides, additional means are needed to distinguish al-
tered rocks in some areas. Figure 2 is a photograph of a:1 
unaltered, iro~-stained tuff located near Coaldale, 
Nevada. This unit contains d small concentration of hy-
droxyl-bearing minerals and would be misclassified as hydro-
thermally altered. 
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of hydrot:.e~ma:ly altered =ock and the visible-near I~ spec-
tral features assoclated witn tnis rock. The problem is di-
vided into three parts: 
1. What are ~~e mineralogical constituents present in the 
surface coatings of altered and unaltered rocKs? 
2. Is there a difference between the coatings formed on hy-
drother~ally ~ltered rocKs and those formed on unal-
tered, weathered rocKs? 
3. If a difference exists between the coatings on altered 
and unaltered samples, can this difference be remotely 
sensed either through presently utilized spectral re-
gions, or through presently unused atmospheric windows? 
The Aooroach 
Answering the questions posed in the preceding section 
, 
required the mineralogical characterization of hydrotherm-
ally altered and unaltered rocKs. Preceding the characteri-
zation, another question had to be dealt with. How much of 
a rocK is sampled in reflectance spectroscopy? The remote 
sensing devices used collected reflected visible-near IR 
radiation from r~cks and soils. If compositional data were 
to be related to the reflectance signal, then only the por-
tion of rocK or soil which contributes to the reflectance 
signal should be compositionally analyzed. 
Synthetic samples were used to model na~ural rock sur-
faces, both compositiorially and texturally. The thickness 
5 
-----------
of the synthetic samples was measurable. The relationship 
between the sample's thickness and reflectance was observed 
and the depth of penetration of visible-ne~~ IR radiation 
was measured. 
~ocks and soils were collected along a number of west-
ern Nevada flight lines which had been flown using several 
reacte sensing devices. Western Nevada was chosen due to 
the occurrence of a number of known mineralized zones, the 
·lack of vegetation, and the generally poor soil develop-
ment. The use of photographs taken during the overflights 
allowed collection of samples which had contributed to the 
reflectance signals received by the remote sensing radi-
ometer. 
~ situ reflectance and laboratory visible-near IR re-
flectance spectra were collected from the samples. The up-
per 50 ~ of each rock sample was characterized by several 
techniques, including x-ray diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, 
Mossbauer spectroscopy, microprobe analysis, ESCA, chemical 
extractions, and electron microscopy. The examination of 
the data collected by these techniques would note if differ-
ences existed between altered ~nd unaltered rock. The exam-
ination of the laboratory reflectance spectra would show if 
mineralogical differences produced reflectance spectral fea-
tures. The sample compoSitional data could also be related 
to the remote sensing data collected from the same sites. 
This would allow examination of the ability of remot~ 
I 
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sens ing d vi ces .0 discriminate hydrotherma l ly al t er~6 rock 
from the unaltered surrounding rock. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Remote Sensing 
Over t~e past several years, remote sensing h.s proven 
to be a valuable tool in geology. The earth scientist h •• _ 
used photographs and imagery to delineate faults and linea-
ment patterns (Raines, et al., 19781 Stewart, et ale 1979), 
observe the.struc~ure and composition of the planets 
(Singer, et al., 1979; Clark and McCord, 1980), construct 
topographic and geologic maps, and observe features too , 
large to observe on the ground (Rowa~, 1975). Several re-
views of the varied uses of remote sensing in geology exist, 
such as Sabins (1978), Reeves (1975), and Goetz and Rowan 
(1981). 
Remote sensing, in its broadest sense, is the col-
lection of information about an object 'Jithout contacting or 
sampling the object. A signal from the object or target is 
measured by an instrument ~ystem. The-signal was produced 
by emission, reflection, or some other ~nergy-matter inter-
action. The energy source may be the sun, in wnich case the 
remote sensing system is defined as passive. The energy 
source may be mounted on the sensinq system, for example a 
laser or radar source, in which case the system is defined 
as active. In all cases, the sensor does not contact the 
target and is therefore termed a remote sensor. Throughout 
this study, remote sensing will be restricted to the col-
lection and analysis ot solar radiation r~flected from the 
8 
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r~ r. g ~ o f t: e[' q~ ava i l a b_ - ~ or cnis 
t ype of i nf~rmati o Sathering 5 ' mi ted by the ou t pu t of 
the sun and the ab ' ll~Y c cer~ain br oad banas ~o pas s rel a-
tively unhinde r ed t~ r ough t ~ e a tmos~h_re . A ~a ri ~ t y of 
a tmospher i c cons~ituen ts absorb specific segmer.ts of the 
incident solar rad i ation (j igure 3) . ~he segments between 
those a.bsorbed by the atmospheric constituents are described 
as atmosphe ric windows. The energy of these regions is free 
to interact with the earth's surface -and pass through the 
atmosphere to be collected by the remote sensor. The atmos-
pheric windows occurring in the visible-near infrared por-
tion of the spectrum (400 nm - 2500 nm) are of interest in 
the present study. 
The visible-near infrared (VNIR) atmospheric windows 
have been utilized by a number of remote sensing devices for 
geologic research. The devices are commonly an array of de-
tectors, each detector fitted with a band pass filter w~ich 
restricts the range of energy it can detect. The total ra-
diance (L) collected by a detector is composed of three 
parts: 
wh~~~ Ls is_ the solar radiation scatterec from the atmos-
phere bac k tu the detec~or, La is the soYar radiation which 
strikes a t arget on the earth 's surface and is reflected to-
- ~:d ~ he ~~ ~etcr, and Lr i s th e scattered rad i at i on which 
9 
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Figure 3. Atmospheric windows. Spectral regions of high 
transmittance are atmos pheric windows. Atmospheric consti-
tuents responsible for absorption are noted. From Sabins 
(1910). 
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st i ke t .. e cat t an i r -l ec ted t ~ th e ae t c t r ( e e v ' J, 
j. 75 • 
Ev _l a:i ng t he th r e e ~~mponen ~ c ~ t . wav~ eng th re-
g ion pass in t h o~g the bene ?a s s f ' l t e: yi _lcs : 
Ls :a s inB 
11 
L :: a 
r.2 
J 
1 
11' 
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. Ll = f ~2 SzO,) RO') 60,) 
1 . 
Summing the three terms yields an expression for the total 
radiance striking a detector: 
L • 
+ Lr = f ~2 5zO.} RD,} 60,) 
1 
6 = Eolar eleva t ion angle 
E(A) a spectral solar irradiance at the top of the 
atmosphe r e at normal incidence 
TS( ) C mo~ochr orna t i c one-way transmlssivity of the 
a tmos phe : e at eleva t ion angle e 
Tz ( ) = monoc hr omat i c transmi ssivi t y o f the atmosphere in 
the zenit h d irection for sol ar radiation :eflected 
by the s urface to t he nadir vi ewi ng sensor 
= reflectance; the r at io be tween the i ncicen ~ and 
ref'e e~ ~ : e c t= ~ ~ ~~ tic r c:ation 
~ l \ = a ~ospher c r~f l ec t ance 
'"':::I -
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R(A) • spectral re sponse of the sensor 
SZ(A) • radiation scattered into the path of the sensor 
Seve:al assumptions have been made in order to apply this 
expression in remote sensing. La has been considered to be 
constant within a scene if vie~ing angle and lighting are 
constant. Lr may be evaluated by measu:ing the radiance of 
an object, ~uch a~ a cloud shadow, which is receiving no di-
rect incident solar radiation (Rowan,· et al., 1977). Ls 
contains several variables, E(A), Tb(A), TZ(A), R(A) which 
are constant for a particular area when viewed for a short 
time period. The last term, peA), contains the composi-
tional data whl"ch may be derived from a remote sensing 
device. 
Reflectance Snectroscoov 
Reflectance is defined as the ratio of incident radia-
tion to the reflected radiation. There are two components 
which comp r ise the reflected radiation: the specular 
r.omponent and the diffuse component. 
Specular reflectance (Rs) is mirror-like reflection in 
which the radiation is reflected without .penetrating the ma-
terial's surface. Rs is governed by the Fresnel equation: 
Rs • 
(n-1) 2 + n 2 \(2 
(n+ l) 2. + n2. k2 
where: n = index of refraction 
12 
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- .. 1 _ , 
........ -, 
is the re ~ ti 9 r lect ' on 
wr. ~ n _ ' g ~t ~ netr : es th s ' rf a e of m ter _, ~ ca t t : s 
mater! and bet~een p r t iculate sur~ ce s , and 
xits ~ _ n _teri a:. i :f s r fl ctanc . i s d sc :i bed by the 
, . 
Kubelka-Mun k equa tion : 
1 - a a + 2s 
1 + a a + 2s 
where s • scattering coefficient (Kortum, 1968) 
The relative values of the two components will change 
as wavelength, incident angle, particle size and composition 
changes (Vincent and Hunt, 1968). 
In t . e visib1 . - . ear IR r egion, much of the incident 
rad i at ion i s multiply scattered and so~ of the radiation 
enter s the target material where certain wavelenghts are 
preferen~ ia_ ly acs = ~ed. T~e major features recorded in a 
re : le ta ~ ce spectr re produc ed by absorption processes 
(B unt, 19 0 ) . The ma~or absorption processes may be divided 
in t o elec tronic and vibrational t ransit:ons . 
The el ectronic r ansitions include charge transfe r 
bands anc cryst _ f ' e:d trans i t ion banes . The transitions 
:. r. ;01 " _ ~ :- I :: r :. '_ : = 0 r: , - ,11 _ 1 , a: e 0 f :. :-; t r e ~', i n t" . 
~ ..:.dJ. 
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region are related to M-O-H vibrational overt~nes, where M • 
A1 or Mg. 
Economic Geoloav 
The application of remote sensing to map mineralized 
zones requires the zones to contain mineral assemblages 
having a distinctive set of spectral features available in 
an atmosphe~ic wi~dow for satellite detection. The features 
must be different from those associated with unmineralized 
zones. The ore minerals themselves must have distinctive 
features and be exposed on the earth's surface, or the geo-
logic processes involved in ore emplacement must produce 
unique mineral assemblages. 
The injection of low temperature fluids du:ing late 
stage volcanism is a major source of economic ore depos-
LtS. The deposits are called epithermal. Epithermal depos-
its are sources of Pb, Zn, Au, Ag, Hg, Sb, Cu, Se, Bi, and 
0, many of which occur as sulfides. The surrounding host 
rocK is mineralogically changed curing the injection of the 
ore bearing fluids. The mineralogical changes, termed 
hydrothermal alteration, produce a series of mineralogical 
assembl age zones which surround the ore deposit (Lowell and 
Guilbert, 1970). 
Figure 4 is an idealized schematic from M~~illan and 
Panteleyev (1980) and Gustafson and Bunt (1970 ) . It pre-
sents th e four ma~or stages of alteration/minera_ization. 
The post magmatic stag~ represents the intr us ion of mag~a 
14 
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Pigur ,. Stag ed h ~ terat i on model. Ide al ized model 
shc ~ :. g ~~~ ~ nc : a~ st3jeS of al terat:on/~i~~rali:lti~n. 
From Mc~: 11an and Pante1eyev (1980) after Gustafson and Bunt 
(1975 • 
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and the reaulting thermal metamorphilm. The upward flow of 
fluids and the increa.ed cooling of the pluton r esults in 
incr.ased fractllrinq and mass transfer (McMillan and 
Plnteleyev,1980). This co~~riael atage 2. The firat two 
Itages are the orthomaqmatic contribution to alteration and 
mineralization. In the.e Itagea, the major portion of the 
fluid i. derived trom the magma. The reaulting alteration 
reactions are prograde. The hydrothermal proces.es occur at 
high temperatures (600 - 700 ·e). 
Later ~lteration/min .. ralization is repre.ented by 
Itages 3 and 4. Th ~ se stage. comprise the convective con-
tribution in which circulating meteoric water is the princi-
pal fluid source. Groundwater circulates through the frac-
ture system producing a cooler, more acidic environment. At 
• temperatures below 300 C, reactions such as the following 
occur in which acid hydrolysis of feldspar and muscovite 
produces kaolinite: 
3KA1Si,O. + LB+ .. KAl,Si,OlO (08)1 + 65i02 +2K+ 
I-spar muscovite Quartz 
2KA1,Si,010 (08)1 + 28+ + 3810 .. 3AlzSil0. (08)~ + 21+ 
ulscovite kaolinite 
Rose and Burt, 1919) . 
Argillized zones are produced aa the system cools and be-
comes weakly acidic. This finnl .tage is represented by 
stage 4. 
The surface e~posure of an altered/ mineralized rock 
. 
unit is often a series of alteration zan s. T~e most in-
16 
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1 . !d ali:ed ~inet~l Jssc~b_ages as ~oel. e wi tb 
i n on s . 0 _ i1 d f r o . un a d A hl Y 97 an 
Lowel l and u lber~ 1970). 
Mi :1 =al oay 
-
Propylltic Albitized Plagiocla.e 
* 
Chlorite 
* 
Epidote 
* 
Carbonate 
* 
Montmorillonite 
Argillic Ouartz 
* laolinite 
1Il' Chlorite 
* 
Montmorillonite 
Phyllic Quartz 
• Sericite 
Pyrite 
Advsnced Ouartz 
Argi _l i c 
• Alunite 
• Pyrophyllite 
• Kaolinite/Dickite 
Opal 
• I-Mica 
Sl i i f d Quartz 
• l un'te 
• Pl rophyllit: ~ 
• laolinite/D i ckite 
.- It-Mica 
* • m' nerll ~ wi t h -rli : :t s?ectral f at re 
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tensely altered rock occurs clos.st to the intrusive. This 
intense alteration is contained in the silicic and pot~s~ic 
zones. The d gree of alteration decrea.e. away from the in-
trusion through the ?hyllic ~nd propyllitic zones until un-
alter~~ host rock il reached. Table 1 is an idealized list 
of the mi~eral constituents of each zone. Often associated 
with each zone is an intense iron Itaining produced by the 
oxidation o~ pyr i .te. pyr i te oxidation product!s hemati te, 
goethite, and jarosite. ~h. resulting assemblage of alter-
ation zones and iron staining is called a gossan. 
The ferric minerals, goethite, hematite, and jarosite, 
I I S 
contain Fe+ in octahedral coordination. Fe+ is a d metal 
and undergoes spin dis-allowed crystal field transitions in 
all three minerals. The transitions are superimposed en a 
1 I 
more intense 0 ---Fe+ charge transfer centered in the ul-
traviolet portion of the spectrum. Each mineral has a 
unique spectrum due to differences in the geometry of the 
sites occupied by iron. Figure 5 shows- the spectra of these 
minerals which occur within the VNIR portion of the 
spectrum. 
Clay minerals and sulfates are shown in table 1 to be 
major alteration minerals which are often exposed on the 
surface overlying ore zones. Bunt and Ashley (1979) exa-
mined the reflectance spectra and mineralogy of altered 
rocks from the Goldfield mining district. Altered rocks 
produced !pect:a which contained an intense absorpt on 
I 
feature n@ar 2 00 rum. T~ey identi!ied this fe t~re as being 
18 
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Jarosite 
1000 
-aveiength (nm) 
- I 
l 7 i9ur ~ 5 . v · ~i~ ' _-n eap inf r ar ed s~ect a of om~on Fe 
bear i ng m ~ ne~al s 3 s soci a ~ ed with al t er a : i on zone s . Fr o 
Hun ~ -nc As t l ;? (1379 i 1 
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due to a vibrational overtone produced by the principle hy-
droxyl stretch and the AI-OS bending mode. The position and 
shape of this feature was found to vary witn mineralogy. 
Figures 6 and 7 shows the spectra of several minerals found 
by Bunt and Ashley in the altered samples from Goldfield. 
Earlv Aonlica tions 
• 
ERTS-l, the first of the Landsat satellites, was 
" . 
launched in the early 1970's and produced images of the 
Earth in four spectral bands, 500 - 600 om (band 4), 600 -
700 nm (band 5),700 - 800 nm (band 6), and 800 - 1100 nm 
(band 7). The ground resolution of ERTS-l was 79 meters 
square. The spectra of the three major ferric iron gossan 
constituents contain absorption features near 900 nm and 400 
nm (Figure 5). All three minerals would produce low ref1ec-
tance values in band 4 and in band 7. 
The Goldfield, Nevada, mining district is the site of 
epithermal ore bodies (Ashley and Keith, 1978) with associ-
ated hydrothermal alteration. Rowan, et ale (1974) at-
tempted to delineate the alteration at Goldfield through the 
use of Landsat imagery. They ratioed the intensities of the 
Landsat bands to construct the composite ?ands 4/5, 5/6, 
6/7. They created a composite image by assigning a color to 
each band ratio and printing an image of "all three colors. 
Within this image, called a false color ratio composite, 
altered areas with hi gh iron content were discer nable by . 
their un i que green color. Altered rock with l ow iron con-
20 
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6~ 
Muscovit ...... 
97~ 
.,ntmorilfoniis _ 
1.5 2.0 
Wavefe -.gU, Cum) 
Fi qur 6 . .- ar i n ra =ed spectra of ver al c1 y min ra s 
associated ~it~ al te r at i on zones. Adapted fr om · un· =nd 
Ashl e' ( 9'; 9) . 
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&a~ 
.... Alunite 
1S 2.0 
Wavelength (a~) 
2.5 
Pigure 7. Near infrared spectra of jarosite and alu-
nite. From Hunt an& ~shley (1979). 
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en t s· n t t b_e . t. n tere' r o k ';tIith hi 1 ro c n-
tent ad t e s ame gree c ' o r as the al t e r ed rock . I t wa s 
1 _ ne ~as no d~ qn stic 
f or ~l i n t inq hydro h rma11y a1t~ r ed a reas. 
The hy r o the rlDal a l teration of the Cuprite, Ne va da , 
dis tr i c t was s tud i ed ~y s everal resear c hers (Abr ams, et ale 
1 ~7 7 : Rowan, e t al e : "' . . , , Ashley ~nd Abr ams, 198 0) . Abrams, 
et ale 197) ut i l i ze an aircraft moun~ ed multi - s pect ral 
. . 
scanner equipped to measure reflectance intensities in 
hydroxyl and AI-OS vibrational overtone region (2200nm) as 
well as in the ferric absorption band. Osing the ratios 
1600/2200 nm, 1600/480 nm, and 600/1000 nm, hydrothermal al-
teration could be delineated with or without a ferric oxide 
co&ting. If unaltered rock in the area also contained hy-
droxyl bearing minerals, they would also be classified as 
al teredo 
In another study , Rowan, et ale (1977) used a portable 
fi e ld spectrometer i n t he Goldfie l d mining district. The 
field spectrometer was equipped to record reflectance spec-
tra between 0. 4 ~m and 2. 4 ~m, t her e by including ferric ab-
sorp t ion and hydr oxyl absor ption. They f ound altered rocks 
to have an overall higher reflec t ance due t o high clay and 
alunite content. Altered rock spectra contains a reflec-
t.ance minimum centered near 2.2 ~. due to clay minerals and 
alunite. USing a ra tio of reflectance intensities recor ded 
t 1. 6 'm nd 2. 2 ~ , cla~ c on tent coul d be ex i ned and al-
t er ed areas ul be def i ned wi th or without a ferr ic 
23 
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coating. The 1.6 ~m band was used because it is a reflec-
tance maximum on most spectra. The major problem in this 
-
method was the inability to discriminate be!ween altered 
rocks and iron stained rocks, such as ~naltered hematitic 
metasediments. The metasediments have a st~ong clay absorp-
tion due to the clay minerals originally contained in the 
rock before metamorphism. Subsequent studies have used dif-
ferent stat;stic~ and computational treatments of Landsat 
and aircraft data (Podwysocki, 1979; "A. Watson, 1979; Kahle, 
et al., 1979), the inclusion of structural "!eatures associ-
ated with alteration (Raines, 1978; Gornitz, 1979), and the 
use of thermal IR data (Kahle, et al., 1979, 1980; Kahle and 
Rowan, 1980; Watson, 1979: Pratt, et al., 1978). 
A major difficulty in mapping hydrothermal alteration 
using reflectance imagery, has been in discriminating the 
clay and iron oxides present in an altered rock from those 
found in unaltered rock. Any differences that exist must 
have either the addition of hydrothermal fluids or a differ-
ing weathering regime as its source. 
Aluminum Substitution in Iron Oxides 
Iron oxides are common weathering products in many 
weathering environments. Recently, the ident!fication and 
characterization of fine srained iron oxides in soils has 
shown that hematite and goethite are not the same in all en-
vironments. Several laboratory studies have shown aluminum 
to easily substit~te for - iron in these minerals (Thiel, 
24 
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1952: Nor is ' an T ~ y ... ,=-r, 9€1; ~ch artmann, 1977,19 79; 
Golden, 1~78; ol ce~ , et al., 1979). Biqham (1977), ~old.n 
(1979) an Koc . a :'9 77) hav sr.c ... m t~~t both hemati~e and 
~oethite have v ri~ bl e degrees of al~in'Jm substitution in 
~heir cr~'5tal lattices. Fitzpatr ick . (1979) re?orts that, the 
aluminum content depends on pH and a source for the alumi-
num. At both very high ar.d very low pars, no aluminum was 
incorporate~ in i~on oxides, presumably due to th~ high sol-
ubility of aluminum under those condftions. Bigham, et ale 
(1978) have shown that high aluminum content is q~it~ common 
in oxisols and ultisols in the United States. Nahon et ale 
(1977) have shown the ability of aluminum substituted 
goethite to react to form aluminum substituted hematite in 
soil horizons in Senegal. Golden (1979) has shown the 
incorporation of aluminum in goethite causes a decrease in 
particle size and a change in grain shape, as well as 
affecting a variety of soil properties. 
It is likely that a difference exists in aluminum con-
tent of iron oxides overlying ore bodies from iron oxides 
with unaltered minerals as their source. 0re minerals are 
emplaced as sulfides into the surrou~ding host rock. The 
iron stained leached zone, whic~ is the ind;cator of under-
lying mineralization, is produced throu~h the weathering of 
the sulfide minerals. The iron oxides presumably form from 
the ox idation of pyrit~ and other sulfides ( Bl ~ nchar~, 
a ttack of h' 4 ·0 ber~al 'f}u i da on _~ _ host mL ner~ls or from 
25 
the low pR fluids produced during the weathering of sulfide 
constituents. Blanchard (1968) reports pH values between 1 
and 2 commonly occur in the production of lu.lfur ic acid 
associated with sulfide weathering. Aluminum is commonly a . 
residual element in most weathering environments, being 
nearly insoluble between pH values of 4 and 9 (Hason, 
1966). Below pH 4 and above pH 9, however, aluminum is sol-
uble. Fitzpatrick (1979) found iron oxides produced under 
extreme pH conditions, either high or low, to be relatively 
free of aluminum. It would therefore be likely that iron 
oxides in gossans to be relatively aluminum free, while 
those formed under common weathering conditions to be higher 
in aluminum content. 
The degree of aluminum substitution in gossan iron ox-
ides may be an indicator of alteration but it will only be 
useful in remote sensing if it leads to a recognizable sig-
, 
nal in the materialls ~emotely sensed spectrum. The 900 nm 
absorption features commonly associate~ with hematite, goe-
thit~ and jarosite are crystal field transitions. Specifi-
cally, they are the 6A l --4T 1g transition for each mineral. 
The partial substitution of aluminum for iron may affect 
this transition. Fe+' in an octahedral field, which is the 
case for these three minerals, has the degeneracy of its d 
shell orbitals split into two levels, eg -and t~g· The dif-
ference between these levels is the crystal field splitting 
parameter 10 Oq. Dq is an inverse function of the inter-
atom i c radius, r. Singe.Al+J is smaller than Fe+ J , a dis-
26 
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.ad .• (\ : ~. a ll 
11 :0. :;l " "u::' lead 
III .n + J. ;:;; ~i 0, ' : :.'. 
i n _ i a ' om 
whl.;h would cause a shif t in he c rys ... al fie _d transi-
tiQns . (S~ Append ' ~ A). 
Other mineral besides i ron oxides are also gossan con-
stituents. It is, l ikely that these too would differ from 
minerals in u~,altered rock. In arid 'environments, clay min-
erals would form at a much lower rate than in a temperate 
environment. The lack of rainfall would lead to a lower 
rate of chemical weathering. Clays are formed readily in 
zones of hydrothermal alteration. They are produced either 
by the initial attack on host rock minerals by hydrothermal 
solutions or by the subsequent attack by sulfuric acid pro-
duced in sulfide weathering. Therefore, the concentration 
of clay minerals and the intenai ty of their 2. 2 ~ m absorp-
tion feature may be another indicator of alteration. 
Iron and aluminum s~lfate minerals occur in some but 
not all hydrothennal ly altered areas (Blanchard, 1968; Meyer 
and aeml~1 , 1967 ; aurlbut, 1971). The e minerals, namely 
jarosite and alunite, are pos itive ind'cators of alteration 
but their absence does not indicate non-alteration, due to 
their restricted emplacement. They are useful in remote 
sen i ng s i nce tne~ have characteristic spectral features 
w' ich cur i. n p, er i c ows . 
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It can be seen that there are a number of minerals 
which may be useful in delineating or~ bodies by remote 
-
sensin9. There is • gap in present remote .ensing re-
search. Several studies have been conducted on the ref1ec-
tance properties of mineralogically characterized particu-
late samples under laboratory conditions (Hunt and 
Salisbury, 1970 - 1974 series). A5 mentioned earlier, there 
have been s~ver.l. studies on the remotely sensed spectral 
propertie~ of mineralized areas. There have been several 
studies (Bunt and Ashley, 1979, Conel, et al., 1978) in 
which hand sample mineralogy was combined with field spectra 
from aircraft. This led to the general conclusion that clay 
minerals were the source of the 2.2 mm absorption feature 
and the 0.9 mm feature was due to ferric iron. A problem 
in these studies was relating laboratory spectra to field 
spectra to mineralogical analysis. Bunt and Ashley (1979) 
examined rock samples, homogenized and ground <74 ~, both 
mineralogically and by reflectance. Since field samples 
consist of a rock ~mit with an overlying weathering rind, 
grinding and homogenizing a rock sample has the effect of 
diluting the surface mat~rial with un~erlying fresh rock. 
The depth of penetration of visible-near IR radiation has 
been reported to be ~A'S for solid crystals (Kortum, 1968) 
to sever~l millimete~s for ground, unabsorbing material. 
Therefore, a remote sensing signal will mainly reflect the 
surface mineralogy while t he laboratory procedure used by 
Bunt and As hl ey wi ll r~f~ect the bulk compos i tion. The two 
28 
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u f c 
r c k c~-':_ ng::, u 
c e s 
r ':. v r h r pr c-
c y .d ox i des , and 
compo ' t on 11 di~ feren f om he u r. r yi ng roc 
Potter Ro s n , 1978 ) . The mineralogic 1 charac~eriza-
tion of alt r~ and ur.alt@red rock for r.mot. sensing be-
comes ~ alytica problem in char ct rizinq only the sur-
face w.athe~ing PFoducts which contribute to a remotely 
lensed signal. The inital step must be a measurement of the 
dept~ of penetratiion of visible-near IR radiation into the 
weathering rinds. This depth will define that portion ot 
the rock which interacts with the incident radiation, and 
will be referred to al the ·optical depth- throughout this 
study. 
Analysis of Rock Surfaces 
In order to characterize the minerals which produce a 
rock's reflectance spectrum, the analy~ical procedures must 
be devised to analyze only the upper rock surtace down to 
the ptical d~pth. Se v .. r a researchers have worked on a 
similar problem, the characterization of desert varnis~ 
(Potter and Possman, 1977; Allen,. 1978; Booke, et ale 
1969 ) . Desert varnish is a dark, manganese rich coating 
wh i ch for ms on desert r - surfaces. It bas a limited 
~ hi_k 
.3 e r ~or _ t .e an -i - 1 C 1 pr :'l :1- r e 
..... as m!l r :) t. e an ly t ~ c 1 p ro s in this tu y , 
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1n which mixed elay and x-ray amorphoul ferrie minerall 
oceur. 
Ferric oxide. and oxyhydroxides h~v. b.en reported a. 
the major, non-el.y eonltituent. of rock .urf.ee coating. 1n 
arid environment. (Potter and Ro.sman, 1977; S~()ke, et al., 
1969). A variety of mangane.e oxide. and oxyhydroxide. have 
al.o been reported. Th. miner.logie .n.lysi. of ferrie con-
.tituent. p~e.ent~ .peeial problema due to their oeeurrenee 
•• eoatings, their low eoneentration., .nd their exi.t.nee 
often a. mixed ph ••••• 
Allen (1978), in • ehar.eterization .tudy of desert 
varnish, .voided the miner.logie problem by mapping total 
iron concentration on eroal leetionl of roek eo.ting.. In 
this manner, he w ••• ble to me •• ur. the thiekne •• of the 
eo.ting to be .pproxim.tely 20 ~m but eould not •• y what 
uxide phases were pr •• ent. Engle and Sharp (1958) ground 
the coatings from their sample. and .pectroscopie.lly 
measured iron eoneentr.tion as v.rying -from 1 to 5 weight 
pereent iron. Rowever, their percent.ge. were ealeulated 
after •• suming • SOt eorreetion taetor due to inelusion of 
underlying ground rock. Booke, et ale (1969) studied de.ert 
varnish co.tings intact with the microprobe and found the 
coatings exhibited a le.ched zone betw •• n the fresh roek and 
the iron rieb coating. Be found. relat!onship, between the 
topography ot the rock surface .nd the co.ting thick~ess~ 
ex?laining this as being due to the tran'portation and depo-
~:ticn of iron and man9anese from water. Potter and Rossman 
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.. nd .. h !. n u n 
: n mi c r cc y oun ne r on n n c nte. 
d trom 10 n t h un s i e of tn roc k 3 on t h 
.urfa es. , y con~luded t h ox i es occ rr d d1s-
crete eoatinq. on clay mineral. due to their ettect on clay 
expandib ility . 0 to a 1 k f a leac d zone on the ana-
lyzed s&mpl~s, th~y conclude the coatings are externally 
derived trom a wind blown source. In a later .tudy (Potter 
and Roa.man, 1978), an epitaxic relationship between wind 
blown clay and water borne iron and mangane.e oxide. wa. 
proposed. According to this hypothesil, wind blown clay ad-
~.lere. to rock surfaces and acts as a template tor manganese 
and iron oxides to torm. In this study, near IR spectro-
ICopy wal uled to identify the iron phas. as hematite. 
Therefore, it appears that a mineralogical character-
ization of a thin, discrete surtace can be accomplished. 
The microprobe can be used to observe zoning and leached 
zone. which may yield intormation on the genesis ~t the sur-
• 
f co tin . Du to t he w ' d~h of t~e absorption teature. 
us d to ' 0 n t:i "1 ferri c ox ' "es, IR sp cttoscopy is not an 
ideal technique for iwentifying surtace mineral. unless it 
is used in conjunction with other methods. 
The t dy of fine grained, discrdered iron oxides in 
. as :1C_ rt3 =1 r~ ar h r . 9 ; h t 1 . , 
n -c ._m , t. Q- -_ _ , I 1 -:.i e~~ '" C ... 
! -: - Ly '" ' . ;., -- ; r cn 0 i !: ~. , - r ay 1 ": _ , n 
3 
. . 
oxi4~ conltituents in 10111 often occur al coatingl on clay 
particlel. X-ray diffraction in thil cale wal not uleful ;,n 
determining iron mineralogy. Due to the fi~e particle-lize, 
low concentrations, and lack of long renge order, the dif-
fr.~tion peakl vere broad or not relolved. Several of the 
major peakl overlap with more plentiful loil mineral., luch 
al quartz. 
A concentrating technique reported by Norrilh and 
Taylor. (1961) in which .amplel are bQiled in SN NaOB proved 
effective in dislolving aluminolilicate. an6 leaving iron 
oxide •• s residuall. This procesl, however, hal been re-
ported al poslibly converting aluminous goethites to hema-
tite (?ctit, et al., 1964). This technique was subsequently 
Itudied by Bowen and Weed (1980) and f~und to not leach alu-
minum from iron oxides as long as other aluminum rich miner-
als were present. 
The iron oxides of {nterest in this study also occur as 
discrete phases in soils. MOI.bauer Ip'ectroscopy ha. been 
utilized by a number of researcherl to identify iron miner-
al. in soils (Kodama, et al., 1977: Bigham, ~t ale 1978: 
Golden, et al., 1976: Schwertmann, 1977). 
In the previous~. y ci ted studies by Bigham, et al., 
(1978) and Golden, et ale (1976), the effective field was 
found to be useful in determining which oxide phase wa. 
present. Golden'. study produced an inverse 1inear 
relationship between mole percent substituted aluminum and 
the intensity of the effective field. Bowen and Weed (1980 ) 
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showed a ~im i l ar tr end for t he ef fective f i eld me asured at 
r com tempe ture and t he pe=ce nt substituted al~m'num in 
h ma'" ite . 
It appears that a combination of Mossbauer spectro-
scopy, elec~on microprobe analysis, x-ray diffraction, and 
sel ected chemical t echniques will provide the mineralogical 
c;rf"\~nd tru~h necessary to rel ate re f lectance spectroscopy to 
mineraloC" .. . 
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ANALYTICAL METHODS 
Answering the questions posed in this study required 
the use of several analytical methocs and the interpretation 
of a variety of data sets. This chapter will discuss the 
experimental design of this study. It will describe the ra-
tionale for.using. each analytical method. 
Attempting a characterization of the portions of nat-
ural rock samples that contribute to remotely sensed reflec-
tance spectra requires a measurement of the depth of pene-
tration of energy into the rock within the wavelength region 
of interest. To measure this depth of penetration, which is 
defined here as the sample's optical depth, synthetic sam-
ples which texturally and compositionally modeled natural 
rock weathering surfaces were utilized. The use of synthe-
tic rather than natural samples allowed a greater degree of 
control over homogeneity and compostiion. 
The next section concerns the characterization of alu-
minum substituted iron oxides. This was necessary since it 
was felt that the incorporation of aluminum into the iron 
oxides might be an indication of unaltered rock. The exper-
iments were designed to examine the effect of aluminum sub-
stitution on the crystal field transition spectra of hema-
tite and goethite. Natural and synthetic samples were first 
charac terile~ by several techniques and then analyzed by re-
I 
:lectance spectroscopy .. 
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'The thi rd sect i n con t (;;!r.s t.he m' neraloqical analytical 
tech iques utilized in the ex mination of natural rock and 
;;oi1 siln:ples from sEveral mini ng districts tn '~estern 
evada. A va:iet.y of analytical t chniques were utilized to 
iden~ify t he minerals pre~ent and to relate them to the lab-
oratory spectra. M~ny of the techniques used in the analy-
sis of field samples were also used in characterizinq the 
synthetic s~ples .• 
Optical Depth Determination 
The ultimate question to be answered in this study was 
to note if any mineraloqic differences exist between hydro-
thermally altered rocks a~d unaltered, weathered rocks. To 
be useful in remote sensing, any difference which may exist 
must produce an absorption feature in a portion of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum which is observable throuqh the atmos-
phere. 
The initial problem, therefore, was to measure what 
portion of a rock or soil surface contributed to the rock or 
soi l 's reflectance spectrum. That portion might then be 
analyzed by any analyt i cal tE"chnique which would identify 
mineral phases, and the phase identifications could be cor-
:elated with the rock or soil's reflectance spectrum. 
Judd, et al. (1937) studied the diffuse reflectance 
;:oper t i es of a n~ ber of 5 lid san?les including paints, 
_ilicate c~mc' ts , a d pap. r. They fcund a linear relation 
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ship between reflectance intensity, as represented by the 
log of the Kubelka-Munk function, and sample thickness. 
In order to use the Kubelka-Munk functi~n to represent 
reflectance, certain criteria must be met. Primarily, the 
sample must be a diffuse reflector (Kortum, 1968). This is 
achieved through the use of a reflecting sphere. Secondly, 
the sample's width must be much greater than its thickness 
in order to avoid any edge effects. If these conditions are 
met, the reflectance value at any wavelength can be treated 
as a diffuse reflectance value. 
Ensuring diffuse reflectan~~ is important for this 
experiment. Janza (1975) notes that a sensor viewing the 
Earth from a vertical position, with the solar irradiance 
striking the surface at a high angle, causes the surface to 
behave as a diffusely reflecting, or matte, surface. 
A review of the available literature showed the depth 
of penetration was wavelength dependant and was reported to 
vary from four times the wavelength (Kortum, 1968) in cry-
stalline solids to several millimeters in ground powder sam-
ples (Judd, et al., 1937; Hunt, 1980). Since natural rock 
surfaces appear to be oxide and clay coatings !ormed from 
solution and the adhesion of wind blown particles (Potter 
and Rossman, 1977), neither a solid crystalline or "a ground 
powder model seemed to f~t the structure ·of natural sam-
ples. A series of synthetic samples with controlled compo-
sition and particle size and whose thickness could be easily 
measured were employed~ ·In this experiment, a number of 
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sa~pl~ s , co~posi t ' ~n and pa r tie ~ s i~ ~e r ~ c n st ~~t. Th~ 
mately 5 to 60 ~m. Each suite conta~ned a mi·tur e of iron 
oxide and a clay mineral. The iron oxide was either hema-
tite, goethite , or aluminmum substituted goethite. The clay 
mineral was ,eithe~ k_olinite, montmorillonite, halloysite, 
or pyrophyllite. These minerals were' utilized since they 
are common components of the weathered zones overlying ore 
deposits (Blanchard, 1968; Hunt and Ashley, 1979). The 
weight percent of each ~hase in each suite is listed in 
Tabl'! 2. 
Each suite was produced by grinding the pure components 
under acetone and centrifuging the g40und powder the time 
and speed required by Stokes' settling law to obtain the re-
quired particle size. The resulting sized sample was dried 
and weighed. It was mechanically mi7ed-with the weighed 
portion of the second mineral of the suite and then sus-
pe~dec in wa te r i n a 50 0 ml volumetric flask. A:iquots of 
t he s 'Js pens i on we~ e ': ' 1 tar~d t!'lrough Mill ipore 0.45 un f il-
ters and allowed t~ dry. To make thin samples, a small 
aliquot was used. The flask was shaken before taking each 
ali~uo t t o ns ure homogenei ty Nithin each suite. 
The 7:si ble-nea IR (450 nm - 2500 nm r e f le _': anee 
s!,_e t : um 0 : ea '!'l oJ m:,l e 'Has cc' _e';~e " 011 a Ca '! : 4 spe e': r o-
, I 
eo 11 ':h a .1g0 co ated ref1ec~ :'ng SF .ere . 
3 
Suite 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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~able 2. Composition of sample suites utilized in 
optical depth experiments. 
Weight , Oxide/ 
t weight , Clay Oxide' Clay 
25/75 goethite kaolinite 
50/50 goethite kaolinite 
75/25 goethite kaolinite 
100/0 goethite 
25/75 hematite kaolinite 
SO/50 hematite kaolinite 
75/25 hematite: kaolinite 
100/0 hematite 
SO/SO Al-goethite halloysite 
25/75 Al-goethite halloysite 
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100 r e f_ec ta nce sea was run us ing a BaSO standard befo re 
3r.d f te r ach 10 sa ? l e . t er co_le_t ing the eflect nce 
spec~r um, each s ample w cu t and mounted eag ew i se on an 
al u~inum s mple mount. Care was t ak en not ~o dist urb the 
cut edge. The thic~ness of the clay-oxide mixtures was 
measured on an lSI scanning electron microscope. 
Aluminum Substituti n in Iron Oxides 
Introduction 
As noted previously, aluminum substitution for ferric 
iron is a common geochemical occurrence. Due to their simi-
lar charge/r~dius ratio, they substitute for each other in a 
number of mineral sites. 
If the degree of aluminum substitution in iron oxides 
is related to the oxide's environment of formation, then the 
degree of substitution may be an indicator of hydrothermal 
alteration. In order for this to be u~eful in remote sen-
sing, the substitution of aluminum must cause a change in 
t he : erric iron vis i ~le-near i nfrared reflectance spectrum. 
Sample PreDaration 
Synthetic aluminum subst i tuted goethite samples were 
prepared by the methodology developec bY 'T~ i el (1963) and 
ended by J onas and So lymar (1970 and Golde ~ (1 978). In 
a nera_ t . e goet:li tes were pr ep red by rn ' x ing r, Qr-
i~ ~ n' tr te 5' ati n wi h H H. '! __ ow/ br own 
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precipitate formed which was centrifuge washed and heated in 
• Parr bomb. On the first att~mpts at this synthesis, ~he 
reactants were mixed too quickly, and mixed phases resulted. 
The first procedural change was the mixing of the pre-
cipitate with 2.0 N lOB after the centrifuge washing. The 
lOB contained some Al(NO,), • 9B 1 0, the amount depended on 
the aluminum content of the precipitate. Golden (1978) was 
used as a g~ide to the amount of Al(NO,), • 9B 10 to add to 
the KOB. 
A second procedural change was 5ttempted but later dis-
carded. In order to produce a narrow compositional range, 
it was felt that the NH_OH solution should be added dropwise 
to the mixed Fe/Al nitrate solution rather than the re-
verse. This did produce narrow, intense peaks on the x-ray 
diffraction pattern, but only hematite was produced. 
Sam~le Analvsis to Measure the Degree of Substitution 
The initial part of this problem w~s to prove aluminum 
was not coexisting as a separate phase but was substituting 
into the go~thite structure. This was accomplished through 
the used of x-ray diffraction and Mossbauer spectroscopy. A 
linear change in diffraction d spacing has been used to 
study a nu~ber of solid solution series. Moasbauer spectro-
scopy is useful since '7e's effective field (Heft) is af-
fected by ne ares t ne i ghbor ca t ions (Greenwood and Gibb, 
197 1) ar.d woulc not change if al umi num was occur ri ng as 
I discre:e cry 5 ta~s of diaspo r e , t~e 100\ alu~in urn end m~mber. 
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on (..las 'i.d t o 
n in h \..' , 0 t .• ~. C .:at:: '.lc t u r _. T~e syn-
e m t nat~r al ~o_ t ~~ s amp ~s , W~ e 
s f! ' cient ly cryst31line to be examined by x-,ay diffrac-
tion. A decrease in d spacing has been shown to vary with 
alwninum s bstituti on in the goethite structure (Thiel, 
1963; Jonas and So.ymar, 1970; Golden, 1978). 
The synthetic samples were ground to pass a 325 mesh 
sieve (63 ~) and mounted with acetone in a drilled 7 ~.de-
pression in an aluminum sample block. The 2.34 A d spacing 
for aluminum metal was used as an internal standard and all 
peaks were measured from the center of the aluminum metal 
peak. The samples were irradiated with Cu Ka radiation at a 
scan rate of 1/2- 29/minute. A graphite monochrometer was 
used to screen out the iron fluorescence. 
Mossbauer SoectroscoDY 
A techniql.le which can be utilized to examine iron min-
eral 9Y i s Moss bauer sp~ctroscopy. The Mossbauer effect is 
t~e e!l\ iss ion arid absorption of gamma rays wi thout nuclear 
recoil or thermal broadening. The fraction of emitters (f) 
which will emi~, recoil free, will increase when the 
probability of ex~ i ting lattice vibrations is decreased. 
T. ~ s p r -:>b~ bi : ':1 f . A:: it i 9 lat tiC e> v i b r atio s i c= e ~se s 
y r ~ ener gy . This s e ts a m x i~'m nu c lea r 
ob.erved. "Fe is one of the isotopes in which the 
Mossbauer phenomenon is observable. The tirst e~cited state 
. 
decay of S 'Fe to its ground state is 14.4 KeV. The excited 
state i. easily populat~ by "Co. 
Sy acceleratinq the "Co lource in relation to the ab-
sorbinq "Fe lample, a spread of enerqies due to the Doppler 
effect 1s achieved. This spread is large enouqh to measure 
the differences ip the absorber due to the particular chemi-
cal environment in which the absorbinq Fe resides. The pa-
rameters which are measurable are the chemical isomer shift, 
the quadrupole splitting, and the effective field. 
The chemical isomer shift is useful in determining the 
iron oxidation &tate. Since all of the iron minerals of in-
terest in this study contain ferric iron, the isomer shift 
will be nearly equal for all samples. 
The quadrupole splittinq arises from the interaction of 
the quadrupol e moments of the excited "Fe nucleus and the 
electric field qradient produced by th~ electronic orbitals 
and the distribution of lattice charges. It is therefore 
sensitive to and characteristic of the coordination geometry 
about the absorbinq i:on nuclei. 
The third Mossbauer parameter is the effective field. 
The minerals in this study are either ferromagnetic or anti-
~erromaqnetic, therefore the "Fe nuclear energy levels may 
be spl it through interactions with the inte rnal magneti c 
f'e_c. T~~ magnitude of this splitting is proportional to 
t~e streng~h of the efrective field. 
--- - - -. -- - -- - - .. 
_----1... " . _ ~_~. __ 
A~ a n hec on t composi t ' n of th lum inum 
opy -';1S 
uti l i%e~. • os~ u r and co puter - acilitie~ at ho ic 
;Jnivf!rsi ty of Arneric , Washington, D.C., w_ re utilized 
through the cooper ati on ot Dr. L opold Ma ... •• The sampl •• 
were run at liquid Nl temperature using a I'CO sourc. and a 
scintillator detector. The data were collected in a 400 
cbannel mul;ichanpel analyzer. A Lorentzian least squares 
fitting program, MOSE, was used to plot and measure the peak 
positions. Iron foil was used as a standard. For the iron 
foil standard, the Beff value was known from the literature 
to be 330 + 10 kG. The splitting between peaks 1 and 6 (6 _ ) 
1 , 
in mm/sec, is proportional to the Bef f • The following re-
lationship was utilized to yield the Beff value for the sam-
ples: 
Sample Beff 
6 1 -, 
• Foil Beff 
6 1 ~, 
The effective field values were used to determine aluminum 
content in each sample . Previous studies had shown a linear 
re la tions hip between the degree of al um inum substitution in 
goethite and the Mossbauer effective field measurement 
(Golden, 1978; Bigham et al., 1978). 
Soectroscoov 
I: '''" _ 
5. :£ t in C; _': •• !.t_1 re f . c" . e pe~ tro.;m 
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1n order for substitution to be important for remote .ens-
ing. Four of the substituted samples were ae t to the U.S. 
Geological survey-Denver for analysis by Or; GIaham Hunt. 
The .amples vere run on a Beckmann 5270 spectrophotometer 
equipped with a reflectance attachment. The vround .ample. 
vere mounte~ in an aluminum cup, tamped flat .ad analyzed 
from 400 to 2400 nm. 
The re~lect~nce spectrum of eacb sample waa reexamined 
on a Cary 14 reflectance spectrophotometer. The samples 
vere scanne~ from 400 to 2500 nm. The analog zecording was 
converted to digital for.mat using a digitizing bo~rd and 
cursor. The position of each reflectance mintmum was loca-
ted by converting each digitized spectrum to i~s first de-
rivative. 
A series of natural, iron rich soil sampl~s were also 
used in this study. Eighteen soil samples from central 
, 
Texas were obtained from Or. J. B. Dixon of Texas A , M Uni-
versity. The aoils had been 5ize frac~ionated by Dr. 
Dixon's laboratory. The iron mineralogy had been determined 
by x-ray diffraction and it was shown that the samples co&-
tained both aluminum substit~ted hematite and aluminum sub-
stituted goethite. The degree of aluminum substitution had 
been determined by x-ray diffraction and dithionite-citrate-
bicarbonate extraction. In the present ~tudy, the x-ray 
d itfrac~ i on results were r ec ~ eck~d . The soi l s were t hen ~,-
al!zed b ~oss auer s?ectr o~copy and visible-n~ar infr!r e~ 
r eflectance SPectros co~y ~ 
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d t w col l ' 0 .. , r i f = nt me t ho 0 in t hi 
t u y . Th t nr e d i s ut li ze ~ r 
t he Shu- t Ie Multispec tr 
(SMIM) 
2. Band He l d R tioing Radiometer (HHRR) 
3. Beckmann 5270 Reflectancn Spectro?hotometer 
SHIRR 
SHIRR i. a non-imaging remote .ensing ~evice de.igned 
for .ervice aboard the .econd space shuttle fli9ht. It is 
equipped to receive reflected radiation in ten bands (Goetz 
and Rowan, 1981). FiqQre 8 is a schematic of the band pass 
filters utilized on SHIRR. SHIRR was mouated on a JPL alr-
craft and test flown over several of the field sites exam-
ined in the present study. 16 mm photographs were automat-
ically ta ken at each l28th radiometer &ample. The sites 
which were mineralogically sampled on the ground correspond-
ec to t e ee n t~ r s of the 16 ~ phot ogr aphs to ensure cor-
ce '~ t i on ~e tween radiometer and ground sampling. Strip 
chart recordin9s were made of the absolute radiance values 
and t he r tioed ref l ectance da ta collected from each flight 
li ne . Rat i oed data was used in t he present study rlt her 
t .~ n ~ ::c OJ l:JE of e ll :::; r:i; 1 . I twas 
t ~ _ r _ oi nee _ ue s e rr e 
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;oJ '- i ng & :::-.,: ric.::> 01 S:' L ., . A t ot al of 
_ ' t amp .... d ... ng ' he S. IRR 1 i. , __ . 
The nine s ites provi de compos i t i onal informat i on fo r in~er-
pret i ng t he SMIRP. r atios. 
BBRR is a fi~ld portable, dual , detector r,adiometer. A 
filter wheel was mounted in front of each detector. Each 
filter wheel contained six different band pass filters. 
Each detector simultaneously viewed the same 15 em x 45 cm 
surface. The r. adiance values from the two detectors were 
ratioed and presented in a digital display. By placing 
jifferent filters in each beam path, a variety of wavelength 
ratios were obtained. A set of five ratios were recorded at 
each sampling site. A total of 13 sites were sampled by 
BHRR. Three to six individual readings were recorded at 
each site for each ratio. The mean val~e for each ratio was 
r epor t ed. Before and after each site was sampled, the 
detec t or ou tputs were cal i br ated against a Fibrofax stand-
ar d . 
Labor2 tory Soec t r a 
Each rock and seil sample was exami ned by VNI? reflect-
ance spect:osc~py • _ _ bor - t :: y . B c J.: rr. a :1:i 5 .. r e-
~eter was ti i - ea . T.e in trureen ~ 
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Table 3. SHIRR Ratios. Spectral ratios collected 
during flights in western Nevada by the Shuttle 
Mul tispectral IR Reflectal~ce Radiometel' (SHIRR). 
Each ratio is comprised at two spectral bands. 
Each band is listed by its wavelength in ~m. 
Ratios 
.5/.6 
.6/1. 05 
1. 05/1. 20 
1. 20/1. 60 
1. 60/2.10 
2.10/2.17 
2. 17/2.20 
2.20/2.22 
, 
2.22/2.35 
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:r 2S 0 :l.u ~c ~ 0 nm. The · n S~! U1Ii =. t: IS 1..I a _ .~ .. t ~. re o lu-
t: n wa s 2.- • I • -;: E: soils w~ r n an tt..J C ~ e t 
w ~ i h all WE' d th ~=n to re:r..; . .!. • • ori zc!'lt:a i (".'-" t, 1 z.) . Th 
ncisturbed rock surf aces were c_ a~p~d aga ' n-~ ~ . sar.:p e 
port ar.d analyzec. The i~str ument sampl ed a 5 rom x 10 mm 
rectangle ot e!ch s~mple surface. MqO was utilized as a 
standard. The output wa~ r ecorded in an alog form on a strip 
chart. Bac~grou~d and 100% reflectanc~ values, using MgO 
as a sAmple, were recorded before and after the analysis cf 
each group of 20 samples. The scan speed was 2 nm/sec in 
the 400 - 850 om range and 4 nm/sec in the 800 - 2500 nm 
range. 
Natural Sample Sites 
Field sampling of natural rocks and soils was conducted 
over the three year period, 1978 - 1980. The sample sites 
were chosen to optimize the ability to discriminate hydro-
thermally altered rock from the surrounding unaltered 
rock. The criteria used to choose sampling sites were: 
1. ~ .. e ex i 5 tence of known hydrothermally al tered rock 
a-; a sampling site and the close proximity of un-
altered rock. This study was designed to note the 
ability of remote sensing to detect alteration, 
rather than locate previously undiscovered ore de-
2. ... .;ite shc 'l d !-:a ve . ; .... d veg~ta i n and soi l 
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bands in the visible-near IR (figure 9) which may 
interfere with the bands as soci~ted with ~ ron. 
Soils conta i n clay mi nerals. The p'roduction of 
clay minerals by hydrot~ermal processes is one of 
the signals available to a remote sensing device. 
Soils would appear to be altered rock to a sensor. 
3. A clear and cloudless atmosphere was desirable. 
Clquds affect the signal received by portable field 
sensors and aircraft mounted sensors. 
4. The availability of processed remot~ sensing data 
was necessary. This would provide a data set to 
compare to the compositional dat~. 
Osing the ahove criteria, a series of sites along the 
east side of the Sierra Nevada batholith were chnsen (Figure 
10). This portior. of western Nevada is in the arid basin 
and range province. Vegetation is minimal, consisting of 
, 
sagebrnsh, pinon pine, juniper, and other common deser.t 
flora. The sky is clear throughout much of the summer. 
There are a variety of hydrothermally altered ~reas through-
out t he region. Silver and gold vein deposits have been 
mined since the late 18th century. The alteration is often 
associated with early Tertiary rhyolitic to andesitic tuffs 
(Ross, 1961) and is located throughout Mineral, Esmerelda, 
and Nye counties. The following is a description of the 
sar.lple si t es : ' 
Civet Ca~ .(Cel : Cive t Cat canyon is a nortt e ast-southw~st 
t:~nci~g canyon lyi~g along , and perpendicular to, the 
· . 
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w l k : ~ar.o f ~~ 5 mi es n r th of L nin , .c~ d The 
~ _ c ' ~ i ed a d c:; r U ' z . Te r .. i -
3CY _" flow t f f. I W' coa ted by an' or an - red iron 
stain ' ng t ne r iy all expos ' r The alterati on 
grades from sil i cified in the northeast t erminus of the 
canyon , to propylytic at the southwest end. Samples 
were collec~ed from ~oth canyon wal l s along the 
comple~e len9th of the canyon. 
Coaldale (CD): The Coaldale samples were collected from a 
low ridge on the south side of Route 6, five miles west 
of its i~tersection wioth Route 95 at Coaldale. The 
rock unit is an unaltered, iron stained, ash flow tuff. 
Red Bills (RH): The RB samples were collected from the 
Monte Cristo Mountains, 10 miles northwest of Gabbs, 
Nevada. The rocks are iron stained tuffaceous sedi-
ments and silicic as? flow tuffs. All are Tertiary and 
unaltered. 
Garf ield Flats 
Granodiorite (GFG): This is a Cretaceous granodiorite 
which outcrops northeast of Garfield Flats. It appears 
to be two disti nct uni t s. Unit 1 is a brown coated, 
exfoliated granodiorite which occupies topographic 
lows. Unit 2 is gray-black coated, and is not as 
weathered. It occupies the topographic highs. Both 
u ~ i t ~ere sampled as well as a numb~r of aplitic dikes 
t.: <: 
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Dunlap (0): Samples are from Garfield Flat, 10 mil •• 
• outhw~st of Luning, Nevada. This unit is the Jurassic 
. . 
Dunlap termat i on. It is an iron-staine~, feldspathic 
sands t one. It has the appearance of a desert pavement, 
occurring as a unit of rock shards rather than out-
crops. 
Barite Ridge (BR): Unaltered silicic tuff outcropping as a 
aeries .of l~ hills west of Garfield Flat. Unit is 
iron stained and transected by quartz veins. 
Excelsior (EX): Argillized and silicified silicic tuff . 
northeast of Teels Marsh in the Excelsior Mountains. 
This unit was sampled along a dry wash heading W3st 
from Kerrick Mine. 
Candelar.ia (CANO): An unaltered, iron stained, calcite ce-
mented sandstone which occurs 15 miles northeast of 
Coaldale, Nevada. This area is a series of rather 
homogeneous, talus covered low hills. 
Goldfield (G): Th~ Goldfield mining di~trict is the site 
of epithermal, bonanza ore bodies mined in the late 
19th and early 20th century. The ore is associated 
with silicified zones in altered Miocene intermediate 
volcanics (Ashley and Kieth, 1978). Samples were col-
lected along a SMIRR flight line from altered and unal-
tered andesites and dacites. The 1980 sampl~s were 
collected from altered and unaltered portions of the 
same rock unit, Milltown dacite. 
54 
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up ite P ) : h _ upri t i ning dist r i ct s mlles south 
0: a d i nc . c two ex osures of hyc =other-
.... ally al t r rocks } .br ms , et al ., 19'77) . The east-
~ r n x 5:e s sampled for t he r~sent st~dy . 5il l -
: fi ec , argillized, an opalized uni ts of t he altered 
~hirsty Canyon tuff were present in the exposure. Mul-
tiple samples were collected from the three altered 
zones ~s wel~ as the nearby unaltered tuff. Several 
samples were collected from the 'southern portion of the 
silicified zone where it is coated by desert varnish. 
Remote sensing data was available from three different 
instrument systems: Landsat, Shuttle Multispectral Infrared 
Radiomenter (SHIRR), and an instrument designed by Collins 
and Chang of Columbia University. The three different de-
vices were flown at different times and have different char-
acteristics. Landsat has 79 m ground resolution, is satel-
lite borne, and is equipped with four visible-near IR 
bands. Collins and Chang's instrument is a non-imaging 
ar ray of 500 de t ectors equipped to collect radiation from 
s i~g l e po i nts along a flight line. The ground resolution 
was approximately 4 m and the spectral re9ion cO'1ered was 
from 450 nm to 1100 nm. SHIRR is a non-imaging system con-
ta i ning 10 channels of vary i ng resolutiori (figure 8). Plown 
at an a" : ~. " O C 2000 m, it had a ground r esolutic~ 0: _ m. 
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• An im ge of tbe Walker Lake 2 steet was con tructed in 
which areas with a high ferric iron content ~ere depicted 
(aowan and purdy, 1981). The image was utilized for locat-
ing .ampling lites in the present Itudy. High ferric con-
tent had been associated with alteration in Goldfield 
(ROwan, et al., 1974) and was being examined at Walker Lake 
(Rowan and purdy, 1981). Areas, both altered and unaltered, 
. . 
with high ferric iron content were sampled throughout the 
Walker Lake quadrangle. Sites were located by correlati~g 
aerial photographs, 15 minute topographic maps, and the fer-
ric iron Landsat image. Due to the low Landsat resolution, 
locations were approximate, and assumed to be within: one 
pixel (79 m) of the true high iron site located on the Land-
sat image. 
GISS Radiometer Flight Lines 
The Collins and Chang multispectral radiometer was 
mounted in an aircraft and flown over several of the altered 
and unaltered rock units which were shown to have high fer-
ric iron content on the Landsat Walker Lake image. A 3S mm 
photograph was ~utomatically taken at each tenth radiometer 
sample. The photographs were utilized to locate the sample 
sites. Each tenth site was located in tne center of a pho-
tograph. ~he intervening radiometer sites were interpolated 
between the centers of the photographs. Sampling was con-
cucted al ong each f_ig~t·line and included the Civet Cat 
56 
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;,d Mon~e 
SKIRR \II s flo n over I e eral fl ight lines 'tlh ich includ-
ed the Lone Mountain (LM), Goldfield (G), Cuprite (CP), 
~andelaria (C and), and Coa_dale (CD) samples. The instru-
ment took a.photograph every 128tb radiometer reading. The 
photographs were joined together to form a continuous 
strip. Through the use of an onboard clock, the time of . the 
photographs could be correlated to the radiometer data. 
This allowed for the possiblility of well registered radiom-
eter and ground samples. The centers of the photographs 
were used !s sample sites since the registration between the 
ground and the · radiometer was considered to be more exact. 
Between centers, the exact location sampled by the instru-
ment was affected by aircraft pitch and roll. The sample 
sites were chosen where the flight lin~s crossed homogeneous 
rock units. 
At t hese sites, field radiometer d3ta was collected 
w it~ a Hane Held Ratioing Radiometer (HRRR). Rock samples 
were gathered from the same areas covered ' by BBRR. Soil 
samples we:e collected from the top 3 - 5 em of each site's 
oil . Pheto~raphs were taken at each site. The samples 
were sealed in marked plastic ba~s. 
ue - h : r corr __ ation to reme s ens ing da c8 
57 
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provide compositional ground truth for r~mote se~s i ng. The 
La~d s at and Collins nd Chang samples wer e used to prov ide 
~ir.~ralo~ ='1 differer.ces ~etween alt ~ed and ur.alt red 
rock ~ Due to the lower ground resolution, exact g:ound 
locations corresponding to radiometer sampling sites could 
not be a~certained. These samples were not used for ground 
truth d~e to this lower degree of confidence in the actual 
sites to be.sampl~d. 
Thin Secti~ns 
Thin sections were prepared from 15 rock samples. The 
samples represented altered and unaltered rocks from several 
mining districts in western Nevada. Their upper surfaces 
were analyzed by visible-near IR reflectance before being 
sectioned. The thin sections were all cut cross-sectlonally 
to a size that would fit in the electron microprobe. This 
was done in order that cross-sectional mapping and elemental 
analysis of the surface coating could be performed on the 
microprobe. 
Microprobe analysis was performed on selected thin sec-
tiona. Iron, alwminum, and sulfur elemental maps were con-
structed. The sections were also analyzed using an lSI 
scanning electron microscope. The samples were carbon coat-
ed and the thickness of the upper weathering surfac~ was 
measured. 
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loc c: t t he po i ti on 
of the 6A. --4T1g absorption. This absorption feacture is 
c-~~o ly .uite : r oad (See f igu re 5), and i t is dif~lcult to 
accurate l y ~oc&te. its min i mum visually. By converting to a 
digital format, the wavelength position could be located 
mathematically. The strip charts were taped to the board 
and the digitizing was done in the point, rather than the 
stream, mode. The corners of each spectrum ,epresenting 800 
nm/100'R, 800nm/0'R, and 1200 nm/O'R, were digitized first 
to register the spectrum to the digitizing board. ~ minimum 
of 80 points along each spectral curve were then digi-
tized. A high concentration. of peints near the bottom of 
the reflectance curves were digitized. Fewer points along 
t he wings of t he absorption features were digitized. Each 
spectrum was digitized six times. The first derivative cf 
: .. e c igital data was calcul ated t hrou<;h a pr ogram written by 
~ enne t h Nellis, Science Management Corporat i on, to locate 
t he center of the ferric absorption feature. The high and 
low val ue of the cer.ter point was discarded and the average 
ef t he four remair.ing val ues was r epo rted. 
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Af ~e r the opti al dQpth .x?r i m~ nts, it w !oun~ that 
-
o~ly th t op 50 um 0' a typical ro • e~3t ! ni contr i but~d t o 
the rock' visible-ne r IR reflectance ap ctrum. It was ne-
ee.sary to analyze only the top 50 um 1n order to examine 
mineralogical constituents which contribute to the rock's 
reflectance spectrum. 
A Powecmatic.Millrite industrial milling machine was 
utilized to ~emove the coating. A stainle.s steel 1/4 inch 
bit turning at 75 rpm'l was employed. Each rock sample was 
mounted in the sample vise on the machine. The turning bit 
was lowered until it touche~ the sample, and was locked in 
position. The lample vise was raised 50 ~ .nd then low-
ered. This process was repea~ed until enough sample was 
ground off for mineraloqical analysis. The accuracy of the 
millinq operation was app~oximately ~ 20~. Some samples, 
such as c\'arse grained granodiorites, cIumbled, and an ac-
curate mil:.inq co ~ l d not be completed. -
MineraloQv of Natural Samples - Sam~le Preparation for X-Ray 
Diffraction - Soils 
In the sampling areas utilized for this study, 10 -
100' of any particular samplinq site was soil cover. The 
cOlltribution of loil minerals co the overall reflectance 
spectrum on a site was, therefore, variable. The majority 
of the techniques used to prepare I~~ples for x-ray dif frac-
I 
ti on are taken f r om J c ~son (1974 . 
60 
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r ~:> o .t:1t i cn f ::le cl 
_y min "'a.cgic 
pla t elets 
~as possi bl e . The first step i n t ~ e Sl ~ S ~:ac i onat i on ~as 
the removal of soluble salts to &:u in o!spe~sion. This was 
accomplished by washing and heating 10 gram aliquots of the 
o 
soil samp_es in 75 C pES IN NaOAc. ~ext, organic matter was 
removed by ~he ad?ition of 30% BzOz. 
Iron oxides commonly cement the clay minerals to-
gether. However, iron oxides were important in this study 
since they produce a major absorption feature in the visi-
ble-near IR spectrum. In order to mineralogically analyze 
the soil clay minerals, the iron oxides were removed by the 
Dithionite-Citrate-Bica~ o onate (CCB) extraction. The soil 
was added to 70 ml of Na-citrate/Na-bicarbonate/NaCl com-
plexing and buffering solution, and heated to 75°C. Two 
grams of Na-dithionite, a reducing agent, was added to the 
solution. The ferric iron was reduced "to ferrous and com-
plexed in solution. The liquid was decanted and sa~ed for 
iron elemental ana_ysis. 
Using Stokes' law, the soil samples were separated into 
the less than 2.0 ~m, 0.2 - 2.0 llm, 2.0 - 05.0 llm, and great-
er than 5.0 Urn partical size ranges. The sized samples were 
dried and weighed to measur~ the size distributions. Two 60 
mg aliquots of . each size range were withdrawn, one was sat-
u : ~~ed wit~ ~~ I and t~e ot ~ er w it~ ~S+. The Mg~2 sat~r -
. . 
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ted onto a glass slide and allowed to dry in a sealed drying 
ca ~i net to avoid a ir borne dust and to allow for controll~d 
dr y·r.g cC .d: t·ons. 
Sample Preparation for X-Ray Diffraction - Rock Coatings 
The milled rock surfaceG underwent a minimal amount of 
x-ray diffraction preparation. They were reground in a 
tungsten ca~bide ~ortar and pestle until the samples would 
pass through a number 400 sieve (44 ~ hole size). A 
portion of the sample was then mounted with acetone on a . 
glass slide. Analysis for x-ray diffraction was then con-
ducted on a Siemens diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation. A 
graphite monochrometer was employed to reduce background 
noise. The scans were collected from 40° to 2° 29 at a scan 
rate of l~ 29/min. 
Following analysis of the samples by other methods, the 
samples were size fractionated to collect only the less than 
t.O ~ fraction. This portion was weighed and assumed to be 
entirely clay minerals. This assumption was verifed by re-
x-raying the less than 2.0 wn fractions and examining the 
scans for diffraction peaks identifiable as other than clay 
minerals . The less than 2.0 ~ weight fraction was used in 
later calculations as the sample fraction responsible for 
the 2200 nm visible-near IR reflectance signal on the rock 
samples. 
.. . 
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~old er ~.d placed in 3 ~ _ as s sample boc k mounted on a l i -
~ it Nl ~ r~cstat. Enough sample was included t o reduce the 
total count rate roaching the detector to 1/3 of its initial 
co nt r ate . All samples were init ially r~n at l i quid N2 
temperature~. A ~aI detector was utilized and the absorp-
tion and velocity data were collected by a 400 channel 
multichannel analyzer. Synthetic hematite, enriched in 
51 Fe , and iron foil was periodically rerun to check for 
electronic drift. A 50 mCi Co/Rh source was used. The 
Lorentzian fitting was completed using the MOSE program, on 
file with Dr. Leopold May, Catholic University of America, 
Washington, D.C. The MOSE program allows each Lorentzian 
peak to be fit individually. Other Mossbauer programs, such 
as MOSFIT, place constrictions on tne fitting. MOSFIT, for 
instance, forces the fit to produce peaks in an ideal 3 - 2 
- 1 - 1 - 2 - 3 peak area relationship. Another constraint 
forces the fi tting of the inner two pea ks first. This ini-
t i al fitt i ng constrains the position of the next two 
. . 
peaks. The fitting of these first four peaks constrains the 
pl acement of the ou t er two peaks. Since this study was con-
cer ned with iden t i f yi ng the ferric mineralogy t hrough the 
position of the outer two peaks, these constrictions were 
. 0 ': r.ecessary. The :-!OSFIT 9 roc; r am was tr :.ccl C ;'l the in ' tial 
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Moss bauer data set and found to ca~se inaccurate fits of the 
ou te r two peak s . 
~esona t abs r b ':~on da a . z..s collected ·f r om +10 mm/sec 
to -10 mm/sec for a period of between 12 and 36 hours, 
depending on the iron content of the sample. Samples which 
were low in iron were concentrated by boiling in SN NaOH. 
They were then rerun. 
The he~ati te.:-r ie.l samples were- ~erun at room tempera-
ture and the room terperature effective field measurement 
vs. aluminum content was derived. 
Four synthetic goethite samples were utilized to 
calibrate effective field vs. mole' aluminum substitu-
tion. The preparation of the synthetic goethite is de-
scribed in the preceding section. The mole' aluminum was 
derived from the shift in the (111) x-ray diffraction d 
spacing, as described by Golden (1979). 
, 
Reagent grade Fe1 0 J and two natural soils containing 
aluminum substituted hematite were used to calibrate mole' 
aluminum vs. effective field for the room temperature spec-
tra of hematite. The degree of aluminum substitution was 
derived from the shift in the (300) x-ray diffraction d 
spacing, as described by Schwertmann (1979). 
Chemical Extractions 
Another technique was utilized for ascertaining the 
mol e % aluminum s ubstitu t i on i n t he iron ox i c es, t he DCB ex-
t : action tec hn ique . The "techn i que is de sc r ibed in t he pre-
· . 
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al ong with the ir~n oxides. A problem wi t h the technique is 
t~e repor t ed poss:c'l ity tha t fine grained aluminum oxides 
are also attacked. This ~o~ld cause an increase in the 
extracted alumir.um content. Bo i ling t~e samp!.e~ in SN NaOH 
for one hou{ dest.roys aluminosilicat~s and does not harm the 
iron oxides (Norrish and Taylor, 1961). Using this as a 
pretreatment for the DCB extraction ens ures that all of the 
aluminum in the extract had iron oxides as its Source. 
The liquid extracts from the DCB treatment was examined 
by DC plasma spectroscopy and x-ray fluorescence for alumi-
nurn and iron analysis. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION 
Op-:ical Deoth 
The optical depth experiments were designed to indicate 
what portion of a natural roc~ sample contributes to fea-
tures in the rock's visible-near IR reflectance spectrum. 
~he synthetic samples were made to model natural rock coat-
ings which ~re co~only mixtures of weathering products de-
posited by water. The composition of each sample suite is 
listed in table 2. 
The result of this experiment was to measure the depth 
within a rock sample below which a mineral, which has a 
visible-near IR reflectance feature, would not appear in the 
sa~.~ple' s VNIR reflectance spectrum. This depth is the opti-
cal depth. The reflectance value R at the ferric charge 
transfer reflectance minimum was converted to the Kubelka-
Hunk (KM) function and plotted against sample thickness for 
each suite. The Kubelka-Munk function-f(R), is a transfor-
mation of the reflectance value, R, where R is measured on a 
sample vs. the reflectance of a standard, such as MgO. The 
function is calculated: 
f (R) • (1 - R) 1 2R 
Figur ~ 11 repr~sents the goethite/kaolinite suites. 
T ~e four suites in t he fig ur e represent 25 ~ , 50% , 75% and 
l OO~ gc _ ite by weigh~ .. The rema i nder of each s ite s 
- . 
1 
o 
• 
• I • "~ .J ~ L 
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7S 
100 
~IIL ________ ~ ___________ L-________ ~ ________ ~~------
30 40 10 20 
5...... nlcbeu (u.) 
Figure 11. Relationship between sample thickness and ab-
~orption intensity of the 6Al __ 4Tlg crystal "field transition 
for goethite bearing samples. The weight' goethite is in-
dicated. 
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kaolinite. The vertical axis is plotted as the Kubelka-Munk 
fu nction, f(R ) , whe r e R is the re!lectance of the sample at 
~he 900 nm mini~um ccmpared to the reflectance cf BaSO~ . 
The reflect nce of BaSO. is nearly 100% at this wave-
length. A decrease in R causes an increase in feR), there-
fore a high feR) value indicates a low reflectance value. 
Within one suite, for instance, the 7S% goethite suite, an 
increase in sample thickness results "in an increase in feR) 
(see figure 12). This t~end continues until a saturation 
point is reached. This point is the suite'S optical 
depth. Any increase in thickness beyond the optical depth 
does not result in an increase in f(R). It can therefore be 
concluded that any absorbing species occurring in the sample 
below the optical depth does not contribute to the sample's 
reflectance spectrum. 
The optical depth appears to be related to the concen-
tration of the absorbing species. In samples containing 
100% goethite, the optical depth is apQroximately 10 ~m. 
The optical depth increases to 28 ~m for samples containing 
only 25% goethite. Kaolinite, the other constituent in 
these samples, is essentially a 100\ ref~ector at this wave-
length. As kaolinite's concentration increases and goeth-
ite's decreases, the incident radiation is scattered deeper 
into the sample before being absorbed. 
The second feature of note is t~e va lue of the maximum 
f (R) fo r eac ~ suite. ' feR) is the highest for the sat ur ate~ 
% goethi te sample suite and lowest for the 25 ~ goe t hi t e 
. . 
0\ 
\0 
Suitt kilt ____ Go~tbUfLJ(~n'hdlt. _ml2s _ by weldtt 
Sample I S~mple 1 Samp" 5 C~m~~ 
.J. L 
:dth"ess • Sum 11 Ula 28 um 35 11m 
l(tO, 
§ . ~ --~ 
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~ 
u 
... ;:: 
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100 .... !OO .. m too .. 900 •• 
~ . A A ~ 
Figure 12. Representation of the effect of increased saM-
ple thickness on the absorption intensity of the 6Aa __ 4Tag 
crystal field transition which occurs near 900 nM. 
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suite. This indicates that f (R) is somewhat sensitive to 
the concentration of the absorbing spectes in infinitely 
tnick samples. These su ' tes all ~~ re of t he - same particle 
size and their packing density should have been approxi-
aately the same. This change in feR) with concentration may 
prove of interest in later studies. 
Figure 13 shows the same relationship for the hematite/ 
kaolinite suites. In this case, the ?ptical d~pth varies 
from approximately 13 ~m to 20 ~m. The change in feR) with 
concentration is not a5 well resolved for the hematite bear-
in9 suites. The feR) value for the high concentration 
suites is essentially the same. Since hematite contains 
more iron than goethite, the upper concentration suites may 
have been - beyond any linear portion of the concentration-
feR) curve. Figure 14 shows the same relationship for alum-
inum subsitituted goethite/halloysite. The optical depth 
varies from 27 ~ to 30 ~ for the 2S\ and SO, aluminum sub-
stituted goethite suites. These samples have an even lower 
concentration of iron than the goethite suites. Their 
higher optical depth is probably a result of this lower iron 
concentration. 
Several suites were made by mixing other clays besides 
kaolinite with hematite and goethite. The ot r clays used 
were halloysite and montmorillonite. No significant change 
in the data was 'produced by the substituti~n of different 
clays. Tti5 would be exp~c t ed since both c_ays are nearly 
lCO~ ref_ec to rs at 9 a hm~ 
· . 
1.0 
NF Ie ~NJ 
, " .tlt. 
.... 2S 
.... 50 
" 75 
.... 100 
• 
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Figure 13. Relationship between saMple thickness and ab-
sorption intensity of the 6Al __ 4T19 crystal field transition 
for hematite bearing samples. 
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The samples plotted in figures 11, 13, and 14, contain 
minerals whose particle size was between 0.2 ~m and 2.0 
um. Sev,ral suites were used with size fractions less thAn 
0.2 ~m, and 2.0 - 5.0 ~m. Again, no significant change in 
t~e data was produced. 
A suite of lOOt kaolinite samples was analyzpd by the 
same ~ethod, ex~ept the 2200 nm feature produced by the fun-
damental hydrozyl stretch and the Al-OB bending mode was 
me.sured. The intensity of this reflectance minimum was 
converted to f(R) for each sample and plotted vs. s~mple. 
thickness. The optical depth of this suite wa~ 44 ~m indi-
cating that kaolinite residing at a greatf!r depth from a 
sample's surface will contr ibute to the s.imple' s reflectance 
spectrum. 
The results of this experiment indicate that the upper-
most 40 - 50 um of a rock surface contribute~ to the sam-
ple's reflectan'ce spectrum. If a mineralo~l ical analysis is 
to be integrated with a reflectance spectrum, only the top 
50 um should be analyzed. 
Since rocks are heterogenous, this sampling limitation 
is important. Several researchers have reported the limited 
thickness of other types of superficial rock coatings (Engle 
and Sharp, 1958: Potter and Rossman, 1977; Allen, 1978). 
The coatings in these cas~s were miner~logically distinct 
from the underlJing ~ock (Potter and Rossman, 1979) and 
of~en .have an external source. Since they are 50 thin, the 
n of t~e unweat~~~ ed nderlying rock would ca~ ~~ the 
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Thin sections wer ~ade of 15 rock samples from both 
altered and unaltered sites. They were analyzed by both the 
electron microprobe ar.d the S!,'M to note the occurrence of 
any erlr iched or le c~ed zones wi thin the weathered rock sur-
face. Fe, Al, and 5 x-ray mapping arid line scans were made 
to note the changing elemental concentrations vs. depth into 
the sample surfaces. 
G6 
The microprobe elemental maps appear in figure 15. The 
photographs show a genera! depletion of 5 in rhe outer sur-
face. The XRD results show alunite to be the major sulfur 
bearing phase. Fe is enriched in the outer surface. The Fe 
phase is hematite and Mossbauer spectroscopy indicates it is 
essentially Al free. Al (lSb) appears constant throughout 
the sample. Away from the sample ~urface it presumably 
occurs in alunite. ~ear the surface Al does not occur in 
alunite since 5 is depleted in this zone~ Al probably 
occurs as a clay mineral or oxide. Its source can only be 
inferred since XRD and VNIR reflectance results do not iden-
tify its sou:ce. 
-t: .. c rog r a"' h - w r :r C: of thi s s ... :i.e saJTI;,;l e bu t at a 
c t i ~n 12 : u ~ e 1 ) . !n th se ho.o ra .hs, line 
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scans were made f or Al, ~e, and S. The results are essen-
tially the same as the microprobe results. S is depleted on 
the s ur face, Al is cons t an t , and Fe i s enriched on the sur-
face. The depth of the Fe enrichedlS depleted zone can be 
measured. It is approximately 40 ~m. This indicates the 
composition of the top 40 ~m is different than the under-
lying unweatherea rock. The upper surface is depleted in 
alunite and enriched in hematite. 
G8C 
-
G8C was an altered dacite from Goldfield. Al and Fe x-
ray maps were made of the thin section. Figure 17 shows Al 
concentration is rather constant throughout the entire cross 
section. The source of the Al is smectite, as indicated 
from the XRD results. The Fe is concentrated near the sam-
ple's surface. The iron occurs in Al free goethite. 
Coaldale 6A 
This sampl e (figure 18) is an unaltered, iron stained 
rhyolite. Maps were made of iron and aluminum concentra-
tions. These maps show no Fe or Al enriched zones. Both 
elements appear to be homogeneously distributed. Th i s coi n-
cides with field observations of this rock un i t. I t was 
seen as being iron stained throughout its matrix rather than 
hav ing an iron stained sur:~ce coati ng . 
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The calcite concentration, represented by calcium distribu-
t icn, was variable. A depleted zone, also approximately 20 
~n t hick, occurred neac the reck surface. 
The results of these analyses support the need for an-
alyzing only the upper surface when characterizing samples 
for remote sensing. Several samples showed surface zones in 
which minerals which contribute to a VNIR reflectance spec-
trum, such as calcite, alunite, hematite, or goethite, are 
depleted or enriched. 
X-Rav Diffraction Mineralogy 
. 
XRD was the inital technique used for mineral identifi-
cation of the top 50 ~m of the rock s~ples. Table 4 is a 
~e: fo r t he abbreviat : ons used in all x-ray diffraction and 
v'sibl e-near IR mineralogical identifications. Tables 5 and 
6 are compilations of the diffraction results for the al-
tered and unalterd rocks. 
Ther~ are inherent difficulties in attempting quantita-
t i ve XRD . C~anges i n particle size and degroe of crystalin-
i _: cr;; . . th~ 'n': _ '1 : r:: fJ& ':ho '::r-'!c tion pe ! k . Individ-
.. e. e ' .... as 0 a" empt 
.. ., 
Table 4. 
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ey for the abbrevi ations used in all 
x-ray diffr etian a~~ visibl e- near i nf:ar . d 
j i net al cg lea l icen t ~ f iea ti ons.. 
0 • Otz 
F • Feldspar 
H • Hematite 
Mi • Mica 
. 
Cr • Cristobalite 
Al • Alunite 
Sm · -Smectite 
I • Illite 
J • Jarosite 
G • Geothite 
K • Kaolinite 
Ar • Aragonite 
Ca • Calcite 
Gy • Gypsum 
Bi • Biotite 
',' 
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One sui te of ' a ples wa s examine d by other me t !1ods in 
order to quantif! mineralogy. The mineralogy of this luite 
is l i sted in t~ bles 5 and 7. The percen t Fe and the percent 
S were meas ur:ed by x-ray f l uorescence. The percent clay was 
measured by J ize separation according to Stokes' settling 
law. The 2.0 ~m size fraction is the clay size fraction. 
It was assumed f.or this ~tudy that only clay minerals oc-
curred in this size fraction. The w~ight percent 2.0 ~m. 
was assumed equal to the weight percent clay. 
Goethite and hematite, two important minerals in remote 
sensing, were not positively identified by XRD. The miner-
als were apparent in the samples due to their characteristic 
color. They were not identified by XRD due to either their 
low abundance, their small particle si~e, or their disord-
ered state. 
Clay mineral identification is important i~ a remote 
sensing study since they are constituents which produce a 
recognizable feature in VNIR reflectance spectroscopy. The 
samples in this study were quite small, often less th -n 20 
~s . This small s ample size was unavoidable due to how t he 
s ampl es ~ere pr,oduced. The upper SO ~14 of rock surfaces 
<: r e r v a oy m' l ng . If . e s~~?le had a r ough surface, 
_ L. . 
____ 10..6 .- , • .: .0: c: 
--- , --. . cst: _ I all S "In: le coul.d be 
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ga th red i n the mOll ng op r tion. Due to the sma~ l sample 
s = , man of the nor~ ~l prep ratory ~ ec~n i qu e or clay 
. ~ nt ifi tion y D w r r. t po s i b A . ny cl ay with a 
room temperature peak at 10 A, which did not collapse with 
increased tempera~ure, was identified as illite. This 
identification might include smectite, muscovite, or seri-
cite. T~is study was to provide new criteria for remotely 
lensing hydrothermal deposits using the VYIR region. Since 
the above minerals have similar spectra in tha 2200 nm 
region, their being grouped together should cause no diffi-
culty. 
The XRD results show that alunite and jarosite are 
found only in the altered areas. Since they are known as 
products of hydrothermal alteration, this is not surpris-
ing. They do not occur in all altered areas. When they 
occur, thev are reliable indicators of hydrothermal altera-
- I 
tion. Their non-occurrence does not indicate non-altera-
tiona 
The feldspar minerals only occur in unaltered rock. 
This is not surprising since the alteration of feldspar is a 
field identification of hydrothermal activl ~y. One altered 
sample, G8 (Table 5), does include plagioclase. This is 
either a pre-alteration relic or was wind blown into the 
sample site. It is not an important pOlnt in the remote 
detection of ore bodies in the VNIR sinc~ feldspars have no 
gn n thi r eg n. 
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150 he o abso. p ion fe r e in th VNIR . 
As ~ntioned earlier, the clay mineral. bave intense 
a ~so rp ti ~n fe t ~ :~ ~ in the VNIR d e 0 overtone. of AL-o-a 
bending and hydroxyl fundamental stretching. In general, 
clay minerals are present in the altered rocks and not in 
the unaltered rocks. This is not surprising since the areas 
sampled are all arid . Clay minerals are commonly produced 
through the chemical weathering of silicates. Arid condi-
tions would slow the production of clays and cause low clay 
concentrations in unaltered rock. Altered rock has another 
source of clay minerals. The hydrothermal fluids break down 
feldspars and other silicates, and form clays in the altera-
tion process. Some unaltered samples also contain clays, 
e.g. - Ca~d and BR. These samples are of sedimentary ori-
gin. They contain clay minerals as rock forming consti-
t uent s and not as weat~eri ng products. By observing only 
gross c.1. ay type, the clay minerals in the altered and 
unalt~red sample. cannot be differentiated. Dickite, for 
ins tance, has been reported as the form of kaolinite whicb 
is hydrot hermally f ormed (H urlbut, 1971). Clays were not 
cl ass l ed acc~r ding to polytype in this study. This would 
. 1 r ting ar a for fu~ re tudy. 
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Table s. Mineralogy of the uppe r 50 lJm of roek 
sample col ec ed a 9 19 a 51011 lR f l i ght lines. 
.. . , . 
Altered or 
SamE~ Wt • C1av XM VNIR Onaltered 
-
CD6 9.6 P,g,B 0 
CD7 9.0 r,g,B 0 
CDS 9.6 P,g,B 0 
LM3 5.3 g,r,Hi Mi,G/S 0 
CPl 14.1 g I A 
CPJ 7.0 g A 
CP4 18.'- Cr,A1 A, K A 
CP9 er,Al A, G/S A 
G4 22.8 g,F,Hi 0 
G6 6.S Al,g A, G, B A 
G8 15.6 5m,F,O H, G, B A . 
EX2 44.9 Sm,Cr H A 
CCl g,I,J I, J A 
CC2 10.0 J,g,K I, J A 
Cand C, G 0 
" 
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6 . . : n : 1 o f t!1 
s 
Samt)le X?J) VNIR 
-
CCl I I 
eC2 0, J, I l 
eC3 0, It, I G, It 
ee4 0, I A, It 
ces 0, I I, GIft 
CC6 0, J, I J, I, 
CC7 0, J, I J, I 
CC8 0, r. I, G 
CC9 0, I 
CC10 0, J, I J 
. 
CCll 0, J, I 
RBl 0, 21' I 
-
RB2 0, 2F I 
RB3 0, 2F I 
RB4 0, 2F I 
Gl 0, J 
Glarg Q, J J, G 
G2s il Q, J J, G' 
., 3 0, Al 
~ 
- , J 
G5 I 0, ~ 
. . 
r oc k 
Al tered or 
Onaltered 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
GIS A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0 
0 
0 
U 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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